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arbitrary even in the field of domestic law, and it is ill adapted
for cases involving a conflict of laws.1
The mail-box-doctrine adopted by English domestic law
represents an exceptional and arbitrary rule based upon grounds
of commercial expediency. The normal rule is that an acceptance
is not complete until it has in fact been notified to the offerer,
for until then it cannot be said that the minds of the parties
have met* Thus if A and B are standing on opposite sides of the
Anglo-Scottish border and an oral offer made by A in England
is accepted orally by B in Scotland, the agreement is made in
England since it is there that notification of the acceptance
has been received by A. This normal rule applies to any case
where the communications passing between the parties are
instantaneous or practically so. If, for example, the offer is
transmitted by Telex from London to Amsterdam and the
acceptance is received on the offerer's Telex machine in
London, the agreement has been made in England.2 The
same rule applies in the case of telephonic communications.
(ii) The reality of agreement.
An agreement in fact is not necessarily an agreement in law. what law
Though apparent, it may not be real in the sense that it may g°.ver*s
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have been due to the mistaken belief or one or both or the
parties. What law, then, determines the effect of an alleged
mistake? The question may be important, for the rules on
the matter vary considerably in different legal systems. The
German code, for instance, in direct opposition to English
law, allows a party to avoid a contract on proof that he would
not have made it had he known and appreciated the true facts.3
If, for instance, in the hypothetical case suggested above of the ac-
ceptance posted in Hamburg,4 the English offer had'feeen to sell certain
machinery which the German mistakenly believed would fulfil the
particular purpose for which he required it, the factual agreement
resulting from his acceptance would be binding by English Law5 but
voidable by German law.
1	Cook, op. cit., p. 369. Moreover, a rule directed to determining when a
contract was made is not necessarily appropriate to determine where it was made*
2	Entvres Ltd. v. Miles Far East Corporation, [1955] 2 Q*B. 327.
3	See Schuster, The Principles of German Law, p. 95.
* Supra, p. 233.
5 Presuming, of course, that there iiad been, no misrepresentatiori and that
the buyer had not made known to the seller the purpose for which he required
the goods.

